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As CEO of a boutique asset manager, I understand well the challenges that come from being a smaller business. However, these are not without counterbalancing benefits. NCI has previously talked about the unique culture that small and medium-sized asset managers have and how this leads to superior outcomes for clients; this current paper extends that work to benefits offered to the wider economy. Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) provide a disproportionately large contribution to innovation in the economy, particularly broad-based innovation that drives deep-seated positive change. Financial services SMEs, like NCI’s members, innovate markedly and collaborate together in open innovation as a cluster, much like that commonly associated with Cambridge or other hubs of innovation.

NCI’s view is that this SME cluster of small and medium-sized asset managers should be recognized and nurtured, as should the SME sector generally. However, support from government in one area, such as IMS II, does not offset the resource and financing constraints that limit SME innovation. By way of example, financial services and asset management SMEs, like certain other sectors, are unable to avail themselves of innovation funding or tax advantages that accrue to early-stage backers in other industry segments. NCI argues that this should change and that the unique and vibrant voice of NCI’s members, acting as an SME cluster of innovation, should be recognized with representation on the Asset Management Taskforce and other bodies.

I am pleased to introduce this paper on SME clusters of boutique asset managers, proud to be partner and CEO of one of them, and honoured to be able to represent NCI’s members as chairman.

Jamie Carter
Chairman, New City Initiative
Chief Executive, Oldfield Partners
There is a tendency to consider innovation through the lens of technological innovation, which naturally slides into innovation in manufacturing: the printing press, automobile or personal computer, for example. Yet, such a perspective is at best a substantial oversimplification: the printing press is, for example, the technological expression of a more expansive innovation in thought, religion and politics that required broader dissemination; cars and computers, and the manufacturing innovations that allow their creation, build upon many different precursor innovations and their adoption by society.

Innovation, correctly defined, is thus much broader in scope: it is not just in process, but also in development of ideas and the connection between existing ideas and technologies, and, it is intimately connected with entrepreneurialism and hence SMEs. The disruptive change effected by this broader innovation, the origin of Google, Amazon and Facebook amongst others, is reflected in financial services. By way of example, alternative finance is, on one metric, a £4.58 billion industry in the UK alone, the pace of such change cannot but accelerate with the adoption of Open Banking, catalysed by the Competition and Markets Authority.

SMEs are often perceived to be micro-businesses, yet the definition adopted by most agencies is broader. The factors determining whether an enterprise is an SME are headcount and either turnover or balance sheet: the EU adopts a standard definition in which an SME is any organization that has less than 250 staff and either a turnover of less than or equal to €50 million or a balance sheet below €43 million. Within this same definitional framework a small enterprise is one with less than 50 staff and relevant financial metrics below €10 million; a micro enterprise is one with less than 10 employees and relevant financial metrics below €2 million.

SMEs are dominant within the economy on various metrics: within the EU, SMEs account for 99% of all businesses and 85% of all new job creation. SMEs also show disproportionate leveraging of “intellectual assets” in producing economic output: this may be a natural consequence of the inability of SMEs to compete against larger organizations in a more direct manner, not having the resources to pursue a high-tech strategy. At the same time, the disruptive change effectuated by SMEs is directly correlated to organization size. Larger financial services companies are prone to internal barriers, such as cultural risk-avoidance or inertia caused by systems architecture: these act as internal barriers to disruptive and radical innovation. As such, the disruptive innovation encouraged by initiatives such as the FCA’s Project Innovate is catalysed by recognition and support of SMEs. Furthermore, innovation that incorporates changes to the business model is persistent and can lead to value creation for customers or the organization: this can assist in avoiding commoditization of the product or service, a particular threat for financial services.

SMEs are more likely to engage in open innovation, sharing with and drawing from broader collective ideas and even collaborating with other SMEs with similar interests: this reduces the likelihood of abandonment of the innovation strategy, an outcome that is more probable in closed innovation by an insular entity. Such collaboration, exemplified in membership of trade bodies such as NCI, allows a network effect between organizations: shared cultural values in this clustering mitigate the challenges of managing innovation partnerships within the network and can lead to superior outcomes.

Clusters

The idea that there are synergies through proximity between different entities, a network effect, is self-evident from human development models: markets and cities are manifest outcomes of the economic benefit of such clustering. The reality is rather more complex, with network externalities
such as congestion and pollution; the synergistic outcome is dependent on complementarity and other factors. Contemporary economic networks have differing scales owing to technological developments such as modern transportation infrastructure and the internet, which may allow deagglomeration; however, complex interactions, reliant on trust and understanding, are likely to continue to benefit from physical proximity.

Such clusters, physical or virtual, can enhance innovation. The effect is not uniform and depends on moderators such as the degree of centralization, distance between members and the industry. The mechanisms through which such clustering acts are various: skilled labour can be drawn from a single pool, specialist suppliers can develop, a market can reach scale by aggregation and knowledge can be shared, voluntarily or by “spillover”.

Locations such as London for financial services and Cambridge for technology are especially amenable to cluster effects since they have a compact geographic core and the industries are knowledge based, facilitating information transfer. However, they are not alone: Silicon Valley, Israel, Munich, Taiwan, Colombia and Mexico are all the origins of case studies for the positive effect of clusters in supporting innovation and entrepreneurialism.

The establishment and maintenance of such clusters is not assured and relies upon action by both governments and entrepreneurs. Barcelona was ‘the Catalan Manchester’ in the late 1800s and early 1900s with manufacturing in industrial neighbourhoods such as Poblenou, yet by the 1970s these areas were marginalized and economically depressed: urban renewal catalysed by the city government for the 1992 Olympics and creation of an ‘Innovation District 22@’ have made it a model for redevelopment. Munich was subject to entrepreneurial success in the late 1800s and after World War II, producing companies like BMW, Siemens and Allianz, yet it has not sustained such global success despite continuing economic prosperity: regional government has financed initiatives at universities, which themselves co-operate to offer training and incubation to over 100,000 students. London’s recent development of a high-tech centre in East London has, in a more laissez-faire approach by government, been assisted by reform of visa and intellectual property laws, some funding and tax breaks for early-stage investors.

Hence, the framework established by governments, both national and regional, can greatly assist the development and persistence of innovation clusters. However, such policies must be well considered: the construct must be built on existing strengths not concepts; local adaptation is essential; educational institutions can be powerful enablers, and can do more than teach, and: interpersonal networks are a driving force, indicating the catalytic effect of trade organizations such as NCI. The experience of geographies as diverse as Israel, Taiwan and Colombia indicates that clusters of innovation can sustain regional competitive advantage.

However, the development and success of such clusters is not a project solely for government: it must be intimately cultivated by innovative firms, especially SMEs, and by entrepreneurs. This can be catalysed by early-stage funders and by more traditional asset managers, across the entire lifecycle of corporate investment. These private entities can locate within the innovation cluster and themselves leverage relationships with universities, NGOs and governments. In doing so, they can embrace open innovation and collaborate, developing a global perspective and reinforcing local competencies from the beginning: this is the core strength of SMEs, and applies as much to those in the asset management space, such as NCI’s members, as to other industries.

### Boutique Asset Managers: Exemplars of an SME Cluster

Small and medium-sized boutique asset managers, such as NCI’s members, are themselves innovators: in investment process, in culture, and in much else that leads to superior outcome for clients. Like other financial services, these innovations are not within the monolithic domain of manufacturing process innovation: they are, however, tangible in outcome with positive effects for clients and the broader economy.

NCI’s members are not just SMEs within the formal definitions of staffing and balance sheet or turnover. They are SMEs within the functional definition developed above based upon the capacity to innovate: they have a unique common culture that allows for collaboration and open innovation, enhanced by the transparent metric of published performance. NCI’s members are flexible, able to adapt to changing market conditions and have lean management structures composed of senior teams that have worked together longly. Hence, NCI’s members should be well-placed to innovate within the broader definition, a form of business model innovation that creates persistent value for customers.

NCI’s members are geographically concentrated, mostly in London, and hence compose a natural cluster for innovation: they draw from a common labour market, support specialist service providers, recruit from common educational institutions, are perceived as an aggregated source of skill for external allocators, and naturally share knowledge and interpersonal contacts through membership of NCI. However, this cluster is not merely geographically based: NCI has many
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likeminded members that are not located within London but share common cultural values. Similarly, NCI’s innovative members support ancillary service providers in industries such as settlement, professional services, law and so on.

NCI’s members, the SMEs of asset management with consequent propensity to innovate, support a supercluster that expands beyond the London geography to the UK regions and further afield: this contribution should be acknowledged and harnessed by the UK government.

Catalysis for Innovation

The Role of Government

The role of government in catalysing the development and persistence of a cluster, particularly one associated with innovation, has been addressed above by reference to Barcelona, Munich and other examples. Nonetheless, UK government support for innovative SMEs is contradictory. Encouragement of a venture capital nexus in the UK to allow development of, and exit from, innovative SME businesses is not aligned with more granular economic incentives. By way of example, tax breaks to early stage equity funders though “venture capital schemes” have an extensive list of exclusions for any “trade” on a prescribed list: this list regularly grows and financial services, however defined and including asset management, are excluded from access to such tax incentives. Such narrow definitions disbenefit NCI’s members and future entrepreneurs in asset management or broader financial services; more holistically, they do not address the funding challenges met by SMEs and the consequent competitive disadvantage relative to larger incumbents.

Investment Management Strategy II (IMS II)

The UK government has recently published a framework to sustain and develop the investment management industry in the UK. IMS II is structured around several ‘guiding principles’. The first two of these refer to: the UK’s role as a global centre for asset management, namely its role as a cluster, and; the support of innovation to drive economic growth and superior outcomes for consumers and businesses.

IMS II Guiding Principles, Abridged

Cluster: “The Government is committed to providing a stable environment to reinforce both the strength of the sector and the UK’s status as a global centre for asset management.”

Innovation: “The Government will look to support innovation within the asset management industry at every opportunity to create an environment that drives economic growth and continues to deliver the best possible outcomes for consumers and businesses.”

These are the core themes discussed at length above and to which, it is submitted, NCI’s members are disproportionate contributors as innovative financial services SMEs. NCI welcomes IMS II but notes that many of its elements do not specifically address the needs of SME industry participants such as its members.

IMS II continues the broad theme of innovation, refining the government’s position along six main heads. Whilst there is no explicit reference, these follow the general framework that Engel establishes within his comparison of different clusters for innovation. Enhanced communication between government and private sector parties is to be developed through the Asset Management Taskforce. The UK’s attractiveness for investment management is to be maintained and enhanced through the tax and regulatory regimes, albeit there are few details and competitor jurisdictions such as Ireland and Luxembourg are themselves enhancing their attractiveness on these metrics. Development of skills through partnership with universities is to be welcomed, as is the focus on FinTech and application of FCA’s Project Innovate to the asset management sector: NCI proposed more extensive use of Project Innovate, and the FCA’s response has been most helpful.

These broad themes are welcomed by NCI: it agrees that the UK should enhance its standing as a global portfolio management hub. However, given that NCI’s members, as the SMEs of asset management, are uniquely placed to innovate and develop an innovation cluster, NCI looks forward to more structured engagement through such fora as the Asset Management Taskforce: the SME financial services sector has as much to say, and likely more, than larger industry members.

Resource and Financing Constraints for SME Innovators

The analysis above has identified one core disadvantage that SMEs are at compared to larger organizations when seeking to innovate: the availability of resources and financing. This has been recognized by the EU in establishing its EASME/COSME initiatives with €2.3 billion of funding available to SMEs: 61%, €1.4 billion, of this fund is to catalyse access to finance, indicating the dominance of this constraint to SME innovation. The UK government’s tangible support has been more limited: Innovate UK offers Innovation Loans to SMEs of between £100,000 and £1 million but has only £50 million in total distributed over five £10 million competitive tranches.

In addition to the relatively modest size, the categorization of eligibility for Innovation Loans is limited to innovation in fundamental research, feasibility studies, industrial research and experimental development. This is not consistent with the more expansive definition of broad-based innovation developed above and practically excludes financial services SMEs; that financial services SMEs are also ineligible for participation in tax incentives for private sector funders, such as EIS, shows the fundamental tension between government support through initiatives such as IMS II and the contradictory policies at a more granular level in relation to access to finance. Support of SMEs, including those in the financial services sector, must provide a higher long-term return, particularly given structural changes in the economy, than the very significant subsidies given to legacy
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industries such as car manufacturing: Rover provides a salutary example. For SMEs such support need not be wholly financial: an innovative, proportionate and well-conceived regulatory framework, for example, could provide wider societal benefit without the disproportionate externality of onerous compliance costs that accrue to financial SMEs.

**NCI Proposals to Support the Boutique Asset Management SME Cluster**

NCI welcomes and supports IMS II. However, it regards the SME cluster composed of boutique asset managers as a sufficiently distinct source of value to the UK’s investment management industry that it must be considered separately rather than subsumed within broader discussions. This is similar to NCI’s position, acknowledged by the FCA, that smaller boutique asset managers need specific focus within Project Innovate.

NCI proposes the following, namely that:

1. Small and medium-sized asset managers be recognized as a distinct cohort within the financial services industry. They are at the productive interface between SMEs and financial services and are uniquely placed to innovate owing to business model and cultural factors.

2. This cohort of asset managers be appreciated as an SME cluster that innovates and contributes to the UK economy. This cluster is not solely based in London but extends beyond it and supports corollary services such as professional advisors and legal services providers.

3. The enhanced and structured communication between government and the investment management industry, through the establishment of the Asset Management Taskforce, include this distinct SME cluster so that its unique contribution can participate within the various aims of IMS II.

4. The boutique asset management industry be offered the same support offered to other SMEs: access to financing that overcomes the competitive disadvantage of limited access to resources and funding, and; a regulatory and compliance framework that recognizes the unique character of the SME finance sector, is proportionate and avoids unintended consequence.

5. The supportive language in IMS II be reflected in access to Innovation Loans or, for those who invest in such start-up financial SMEs, access to tax incentives, and; recognition and reduction of the explicit and implicit costs that accrue to the sector in the form of the compliance and regulatory burden, an opportunity for simplification of which is afforded by the UK’s departure from the European Union.
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**Conclusion**

The small and medium sized asset management sector is a unique cohort of firms that adds value in excess to its size. SMEs have the capacity to innovate in a manner that larger organizations cannot, and NCI’s members, with their predisposition to develop a productive organizational culture, are exemplars of financial services SMEs. NCI’s members mutually support each other’s innovation by means of geographic and virtual economic clustering, thereby supporting larger economic superclusters of value. National and regional governments need to recognise, when developing economic and regulatory policy, the real contribution that can be made by the boutique asset management SME cluster. NCI welcomes further productive dialogue on this topic.
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## New City Initiative Members

### UK Members

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New City Initiative Members</th>
<th>Brown Advisory</th>
<th>Cape Ann Asset Management</th>
<th>Cologny Advisors LLP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bentley Reid &amp; Co.</td>
<td>Dalton Strategic Partnership LLP</td>
<td>Edgbaston Investment Partners</td>
<td>Findlay Park Partners LLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crux Asset Management</td>
<td>Independent Franchise Partners LLP</td>
<td>Kennox Asset Management Limited</td>
<td>Kestrel Investment Partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floreat Group</td>
<td>Latitude Investment Management</td>
<td>LGT Vestra Wealth LLP</td>
<td>Longview Partners LLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilteam Partners</td>
<td>Mayfair Capital Investment Management Ltd</td>
<td>Montanaro Asset Management</td>
<td>Morant Wright Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majedie Asset Management Ltd</td>
<td>NS Partners Ltd.</td>
<td>Ocean Dial Asset Management Limited</td>
<td>Oldfield Partners LLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northill Capital LLP</td>
<td>Phoenix Asset Management Partners Limited</td>
<td>Polar Capital</td>
<td>RWC Partners Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbis Investments</td>
<td>Sanlam Four Investments Ltd</td>
<td>Seaforth Land Holding Limited</td>
<td>Silchester International Investors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanderson Asset Management</td>
<td>Stanhope Capital LLP</td>
<td>Stonehage Fleming Family &amp; Partners</td>
<td>S. W. Mitchell Capital LLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somerset Capital Management LLP</td>
<td>Troy Asset Management Limited</td>
<td>ValuAnalysis Limited</td>
<td>Vestra Wealth LLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tellsons Investors LLP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waverton Investment Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Continental Members

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Continental Members</th>
<th>Congest S.A.</th>
<th>La Financière Responsable</th>
<th>Mandarine Gestion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carmignac Gestion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metropole Gestion</td>
<td>Moneta Asset Management</td>
<td>Montpensier Finance</td>
<td>Quero Capital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skagen Funds</td>
<td>Société Parisienne de Gestion</td>
<td>Sycomore Asset Management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>